
Please share! Just clearly credit Ela Ben-Ur & innovatorscompass.org (which has more resources, 
stories, and permissions) and share back stories to #innovatorscompass or ela@innovatorscompass.org.  

? Turn doubts into ?’s.

! Change who/what/when/where/how.

? What might matter less

than you thought?

! Find competing things 

here—your challenge!

? Turn guesses & gaps into ?’s.
Go find out!

! Find different sides andreal details of what people
do, say, think, feel, and why.

? Focus on key ?’s above.

! Smaller (1 $/minute/person...)

with real details (who, what,

when, where...), till you DO it!

Who’s 
involved?
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happening? 
Why?

What matters 
most? 

What ways 
are there?

What’s a step 
to try?
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? Note who hasn’t contributed yet.
Till then, their views are ?’s.

! Always see one another fully; seek      
and support different perspectives. 

!

Go forward faster: One new aha !! or ?? can propel us forward.
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Stressed? Step above it all. 
What matters most now to 
make this (or YOU!) better?

Or, turn it into a question!  Then 
go find what’s really happening.

Going solo? Get social! 
Other people can help. 

Scared? Make it smaller! 
So whatever happens is OK.

Got a frustration? Turn it into a 
calm observation—then an idea!

Fixated on one idea? Find
what matters most about it then 
more ideas out there to do that.

Can’t pick? Use principles! Or try 
all with quick experiments! 

Start with feelings (here)! Then find ways forward. 

Start with feelings to sense “stucks”and unstick them!
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